The perturbation potential which transmutes a homopolar column-IV diamondlike semiconductor into either a heteropolar zinc-blende-like III-V or II-VI compound or an antifluorite semiconductor can be thought of as consisting of a sum of two terms: {i) a long-range Coulomb dipole potential 5Vd;p(r) associated with the different valence of the atoms of the compound relative to the atoms in the diamondhke system, and (ii} the remaining, short-range and primarily repulsive core pseudopotential 6, Vcc(r) (a "central-cell" correction). %hereas 6Vd;p{r) is common to all members of a given structural class (e.g. , all III-V or all II-VI compounds or all antiAuorite silicides), defining thereby generic semiconductors, the central-cell potential EVcc{r) carries the specific signature of each atom, distinguishing therefore members of a given class from each other. Using self-consistent pseudopotential band theory within the local-density formalism, we calculate the band structures, equilibrium lattice constants, and electronic charge densities of a generic III-V compound and an antiAuorite silicide, distinguishing those aspects of the electronic structure which are generic to a given class from those which are a consequence of the central-cell effects associated with given atoms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many of the covalently bonded cubic octet tetrahedral semiconductors can be described as a face-centered-cubic (fcc) Bravados lattice with primitive translation vectors al --a(0, T~, -, ), al a( -, ', 0, 7--) , and al --a( -, ', -, ', 0) (where a is the cubic lattice constant) and the specification of the occupation of four inequivalent basis sites within the primitive cell, denoted' rl --a (0,0,0); site S 1 rz --a( -, ', -"', -, ' ); site S2 rl a( -, ', -, , -, '); site --I3 r4 = a ( -, ', -, ', -, ' ); site I4 .
Each site i =1,2,3,4 is coordinated by eight neighboring sltcs with a llcarcst-llclghbor bolld lcllgth a@ 3/4 (Flg. 1).
In the diamond lattice both substitutional (S) (1/4, 1/4, 1/4) (3/4, 3/4, 3/4) with indirect (I'is"~X"or I is"~Xi, ) and direct (I &5"~1" i, ) band gaps, respectively, of -0.6 and 2.17 eV for MgzSi, 0.74 and 1.64 eV for Mg2Ge, 0.36 and -1.2 eV for Mg2Sn, eV for the indirect (negative) band gap of Mg2Pb. They have been studied experimentally via x-ray diffraction, photoemission spectroscopy, ' electroreflectance" and reflectivity, ' and theoretically using Hartree-Fock' and empirical pseudopotential techniques. ' ' Be2C has recently been examined theoretically. ' In earlier papers ' we have discussed the range of properties observed for the large and interesting class of filled tetrahedral structures and provided a rule for understanding the distortions induced in the electronic structure of the underlying zinc-blende parent by certain types of stuffing atom Our purp. ose in this paper will be threefold: (1) to present the first nonempirical total-energy and band-structure calculation for Mg2Si; (2) to understand the features of the electronic structure of MgzSi in the light of the behavior of other FTS, having indicated above the mapping of the Mg2X antifluorite materials onto the I IS, and (3) to illustrate the results of an interesting decomposition of general apphcability (motivated by this mapping) of the "transmutation potential" which converts in a continuous fashion a diamondlike structure into either its antifluorite analog M2X', or into a zinc-blendetype binary compound.
II. CONCEPTUAL FRAME%'ORK OF CALCULATION
A. General formalism Given the similarity between the electronic structures of the antifluorite silicides and the diamondlike or zincblende semiconductors, it is natural to seek an understanding of such differences as exist in terms of the differences in the external one-body potentials in which the valence electrons move. Within the density functional framework, the total crystal potential V""(r) in which electrons move consists of the bare external potential V, ", (r) and the screening potential V,[p(r)] induced in the system with electronic charge density p(r) by this bare potential, V,~(r) = V, ", (r)+ V""[p(r)] . (2a) For this potential one-electron eigenstates p"z(r) of Bloch form with eigenvalues e"i, are defined by the single-
and from which the density p(r) is defined via Vg, (r)= gg -Z" /~r R- (6) Note that while the bare atomic pseudopotential Eq. (5) is fExed for a given atom, the crystal pseudopotential [Eqs.
(4) and (6) Mz'X ) to that of its homopolar analog (e.g. , X' X' ), defining thereby the components of the perturbation transforming one into the other. Ro:ailing (see Fig. 1) that in both the diamond structure X X and antifluorite structure M2X the substitutional site ri [Eq. (1) ] is occupied by the same atom X,we may write V~"', (M"X' )= V~"', (X X' )+hv; (r)+hv (r) . (7) Here the dipole perturbation Avd,~(r) results from the mls matcl1 ln atomic valence charge on sites 'P2 and [first term of Eq. (6) e. g., a group-IV diamond semiconductor into a "generic" III-V or II-VI one. ' For this case the relevant decomposition, analogous to Eq. (10), in converting the group-IV atom at~I into a cation C and that at v2 into an anion A, 18 VP, (l dip, Ace) = V~"', (0,0)+Ad;ub, Vdiu(r) +kccSVcc(r), Vd;p(r) = g (az s i/ I r R-R +&Z, ", /~r R r, -), - In the IV-IV, III-V, II-VI, and I-VII series one can divide the compounds into "horizontal" sequences (i.e. , all of whose members lie in a given row of the periodic table, C. g., GeGC-GaAs-ZnSe-CuBr) and "diagonal" (or "skew") 
The symmetric perturbation has no contribution from the dipole term, hence
while the antisymmetric perturbation has both dipole and central-cell contributions,
where b, V 'u(r) is given by Eq. (13).
A few observations follow from Eqs. (17) - (20): (i) Since u i(r) varies smoothly along a row in the periodic table, ' ' 5z i(r) and 5A i(r) have opposite signs, hence for a horizontal sequence hV'" (r) is expected to be small; On the other hand, for diagonal sequences, the smooth trends for the u~i(r) will not in general exist, and the central-cell perturbations will not necessarily be small.
We will not resort to any of these approximations in our calculations.
Items (i) and (ii) above suggest that for a horizontal sequence the dipole perturbation EVd;u(r) is the dominant perturbation in Eq. (17). Although we find it unnecessary to invoke this approximation in our actual calculations, we note that it has been usefully utilized in a pioneering work by Herman "' (and later by Callaway " ' and Cardona '"'), who argued that (excluding special cases such as the X] state in diamondlike systems and the X4 spin-orbit component) the change in a band eigenvalue of a CA compound relative to its X X' analog in a horizontal sequence is of second order and hence scales as due to the dipole perturbation (the ")t. low" limit "'). For a diagonal sequence the changes were of first order in A, '"" [see, however, Ref. 21(c) where the 1 t3-rt5 and L, 3 1. 3 gaps were somewhat artificially fitted to (1+3)(, )' ]. Within the framework we present above, the extent to which the evolution of these gaps scales with A, d;~o r iLd~;p is a direct measure of the extent to which central-cell effects are in fact negligible (since Herman took the coupling strength A, '"" to be proportional to b, Z'" I, which will not in general be appropriate if A. Si and Mg2Si We begin our discussion by demonstrating the ability of the self-consistent local-density pseudopotential method to %e discuss the Si~Mg2Si conversion via a description of its effects on the quantity central to a local-density description of the system, the ground-state electronic charge density, and of the crystal potentials which give rise to these densities. Because of the large difference in equilibrium lattice constants of these two end-point materials (Table I) MgqSi, p(MgzSi) [Fig. 2(h) We turn next to a description of the evolution of the electronic structure of Si into that of MgzSi according to the decomposition of Eq. (10) above. In Fig. 8 we show the associated modifications, starting from Si, dilated to the experimental lattice constant of MgiSi [ Fig. 8(a) ], as one switches on the dipole perturbation [ Fig. 8(b}] , resulting in the generic antifluorite sihcide bands in [Fig. 8(c) Musgrave has attempted to explain the a-Sn (diamond) to P-Sn (body-centered tetragonal) structural phase transition by equating the strain energy for a specific distortion which carries one structure into the other to the energy required to promote electrons across the gap. However, no sign of the predicted mode softening has been found. The two-step process described above is most easily understood by reference to Fig. 10 . Even for small ke;~a plot of wave-function amplitude for, e.g. , the second conduction band at the X point [of symmetry X,, Fig. 10(e)] closely resembles that for the Xi state of a genuine zincblende material, e.g. , GaP [ Fig. 10(f 
